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To all thon, it may concern : 
Be it known that I, THOMAs SILK, a citi 

Zen of the United States of America, and 
resident of Martins Ferry, county of Bel 
mont, and State of Ohio, have invented cer 

, tain new and useful Improvements in Spiral 

O 

Sheet-Metal Pipes, of which the following 
is a specification. 

This invention relates broadly to sheet 
metal pipes, and more particularly to a 
spirally-wound pipe. 
The primary object of the invention is to 

provide a sheet-metal pipe which is so 
formed as to be extremely strong and 
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capable of withstanding relatively great 
strains both internal and external. 
A further object is to provide a sheet 

metal piry of the spiral type the meeting 
edges of which are firmly joined by a novel 
form of seam adapted to effectually resist 
strains having a tendency to separate such 
edges and to permit leakage at the joints; 
and, further, a seam adapted to reinforce 
the pipe to an extent rendering the latter 
capable of sustaining, without distortion, 
loads producing high external pressures, as 
when said pipe is used for culverts, sewers, 
and the like. w 
With these and other objects in view, the 

invention resides in the features of construc 
tion which will hereinafter be fully de 
scribed, reference being had to the accom 
panying, drawings, forming a part of this 
specification, in which 

Figure 1 is a side elevation of a pipe em 
bodying my invention; 

Fig. 2 is an end view of the same; 
Fig. 3 is a side elevation of a pipe hav 

ing a modified form of seam; 
Fig. 4 is an end view of the same; 
Fig. 5 is a central longitudinal section on 

line 5-5, Fig. 2; 
Fig. 6 is a detail section of the seam 

shown in Fig.5, showing an inclosing strip 
or sheath applied thereto; 

Fig. 7 is a detail section of the seam in its 
initial form; : 

Fig. 8 is a perspective view of a broken 
section of the sheath, removed; and 

Fig. 9 is an enlarged section on the line - 
9-9, Fig. 3. 

Referring to said drawings, in which like 
designating characters distinguish like parts 
throughout the several views - 

1 indicates the body of a pipe composed 
of a single strip of sheet-metal wound or 

coiled into spiral form, the lateral edges of 
the strip being interlocked by means of a 
seam of peculiar novel form. In forming 
said seam one of the lateral edges of the 
strip or sheet is turned outward at substan 
tially a right angle to the plane of the 
sheet, forming an upright flange 2; and the 
opposite edge of the sheet is bent to pro 
vide a substantially U-shaped flange 3, said 
edge being first turned outward at a right 
angle to the plane of the sheet to form an 
outstanding flange of a width substantially 
double that of the flange 2, after which a 
return bend is formed near the center line 
of said outstanding flange. 
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In forming the pipe, the sheet is coiled into 
spiral form and the flange 2 of one coil is 
introduced in the open space between the 
members of the flange 3 of the adjacent coil, 
as is shown in Fig. 7. Said engaging flanges 
are then subjected to the laterally directed 
pressure of a shaping tool or mechanism 
whereby a bead-like crimp 4 is formed in 
Said interengaging flanges, as shown in 
Figs. 1, 2 and 3, such crimp being designed 
to firmly interlock said flanges against 
separation. 
As a further reinforcement for the flanges, 

interlocked as aforesaid, I may employ a 
sheath 5 for incasing said flanges, said 
sheath consisting of a separate narrow strip 
of sheet-metal shaped to fit over and closely 
embrace said interengaging flanges 2 and 8. 
Said sheath is initially of U-shape and is 
applied to the interengaging flanges prior to 
the operation of crimping the latter. Then 
said flanges and said sheath are crimped in 
a single operation into the form shown in 
Fig. 6. 
To provide for the introduction of one 

end of a pipe section within the end of an 
adjacent section, that portion of the out 
standing seam, formed as hereinbefore 'de 
scribed, located adjacent to the ends of the 
pipe is flattened against the pipe, as shown 
at 6 in Figs. 1 and 2. As is obvious, the en 
tire seam may, if desired, be turned over 
against the body of the pipe, as shown at 7 
in Figs. 3, 4 and 9; however, when the pipe 
is to be subjected to external pressure it is 
preferred that the seam retain its outstand 
ing form, as shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 5, since 
in such form greater resistance is offered 
against collapse of the pipe under externally 
applied pressure, said Outstanding spiral 
seam being especially designed to afford great 
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strength and rigidity. For further increas 
ing the rigidity of the pipe, the sheet or strip 
composing the body of the pipe is corru 
gated longitudinally, so that the pipe, when 
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formed, has spirally disposed corrugations 
8 formed therein, as shown in Figs. 1, 2 
and 5. 
What is claimed is 
1. A pipe consisting of a single strip of 

sheet-metal wound into spiral form, said 
strip having one edge turned outward to 
form a flange which stands at substantially 
a right angle to the plane thereof and hav 
ing its opposite edge turned outward and 
shaped to form a U-shaped flange, the said 
flanges of adjacent spirals being disposed in 
interengaging relation and having a crimp 
formed therein whereby they are interlocked, 
and a sheet-metal sheath disposed in closel 
embracing relation to and interlocked E. 
said interlocked flanges, said flanges and 
sheath serving to reinforce said pipe against 
collapse under external pressure. 

2. A pipe consisting of a single strip of 
sheet-metal wound into spiral form, said 
strip having one edge turned outward to 
form a flange which stands at substantially 
a right angle to the plane thereof and hav 
ing its opposite edge turned outward and 
shaped to form a U-shaped flange, the said 
flanges of adjacent spirals being disposed 
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in interengaging relation, a substantially 
U-shaped sheet-metal sheath disposed in 
closely embracing relation to the interen 
gaging flanges, said flanges and said sheath 
having a crimp formed therein for inter 
locking said parts in assembled relation, 
said interlocked flanges and sheath consti 
tuting an upright spirally disposed seam 
whereby the pipe is reinforced against col 
lapse under external pressure. 

8. A pipe consisting of a single strip of 
sheet-metal wound into spiral form, said 
strip having one edge turned outward to 
form a flange which stands at substantially 4 
a right angle to the plane thereof and hav 
ing its opposite edge turned outward and 
shaped to form a U-shaped flange, the said 
flanges of adjacent spirals being disposed in 
interengaging relation, and a sheath dis 
posed in closely embracing relation to said 
interengaging flanges, said interengaging 
flanges and sheath being interlocked by a 
bead-like crimp formed therein. 
In testimony whereof, I affix my signa 

ture in presence of two subscribing wit 
SSS. 

THOMAS SILK. 
Witnesses: 

W. F. KEEFER, 
H. E. DUNAP. 
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